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Introduction

Core Values

As Americans, we are fortunate to have access to some of the best quality
healthcare services available in the entire world. Unfortunately, this is not
always the case for people living in developing countries. In Nicaragua, 30
percent of the population lives below the national poverty line, making access
to affordable healthcare challenging. In Uganda, there is 1 physician for every
8,500 people. In contrast, there is 1 doctor for every 408 people in the United
States. Moreover, in developing countries, easy-to-treat issues like infection,
diarrhea, and broken bones can be devastating. Without basic care, these minor
setbacks can spiral into major suffering. As a result, parents can’t work, children
leave school to join the workforce, the local economy lags, and the cycle of
poverty continues.

We are driven by the conviction that we’re all created equal in the image of God, but not all of us are treated
equally. We believe that where you are born should not determine whether you have the ability to meet basic
human needs like healthcare. As such, our core values guide all of our work, decisions, and overall strategic vision.

In the places we serve, basic healthcare is never guaranteed, and there are far
too many reasons why. Government healthcare systems are overwhelmed and
underfunded. Not enough doctors, supplies, and medicine. Too many patients
who can’t afford treatment. Temporary relief clinics are just that—temporary.
And medical centers are focused solely on specific high-profile diseases. All
of this adds up to a powerful recipe for detrimental health outcomes and
prolonging the cycle of poverty.
OneWorld Health has worked side by side with communities in need for 12
years to better understand the challenges of access and quality in healthcare
across the globe.
If we’re successful, the impact of this strategy will extend well beyond the
regions where we work. More than just better health outcomes, we seek a world
where the place you’re born does not determine your access to healthcare. We
bear an incredible responsibility to alleviate the inequities our brothers and
sisters are facing—and dream to build a better system that gives everyone an
opportunity to have a healthy, fulfilling life. And, we’re ready to lead the way in
making it happen.

▲

OUR MISSION
TO PROVIDE QUALIT Y, AFFORDABLE HE ALTHC ARE TO THOSE IN NEED.

▲

OUR VISION
TO SEE COMMUNITIES EMPOWERED TO BRING ABOUT LONG-TERM IMPROVEMENTS

SHIELD
“But you, O Lord, are a shield about me, my glory, and the lifter of my head.” esv

PSALM 3:3

Service

“For even the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his
life as a ransom for many.” esv
MARK 10:45

Humility

“Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility count others
more significant than yourselves. Let each of you look not only to your own
interests, but also the interests of others.” esv
PHILIPPIANS 2:3-4

Integrity

“Whoever walks in integrity walks securely, but he who makes his ways
crooked will be found out.” esv

Empowerment

“And let us consider how to stir up one another to love and good works.” esv

Love

“Let us not love in word or talk but in deed and in truth.” esv

Dignity

“There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is no
male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.” esv

PROVERBS 10:9

HEBREWS 10:24

1 JOHN 3:18

GALATIANS 3:28

IN HE ALTH AND QUALIT Y OF LIFE .
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Background and History

Vision for Care

Twelve years ago, we had a dream that your birth country should not determine your ability to access basic
healthcare. This dream led to OneWorld Health establishing our first health clinic in Masindi, Uganda in 2011.
Just 13 months after opening our first healthcare center, patient fees exceeded operating costs. Since then, all of our
medical centers either have become operationally sustainable, or are on track to do so in 24 months.

We have a clear vision of the type of healthcare all people deserve, regardless of where they’re born:

At OneWorld Health, we know there are no easy fixes to these urgent and challenging problems. We also know there
are in fact solutions. We’ve seen firsthand the power of staying the course and investing in doing this hard work the
right, often hard, way. This conviction has guided us for the last 12 years and will guide our work through 2030.

Global Footprint
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TELEHEALTH

2020
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1.

Providers who are from, understand,
and are invested in the local
community they are serving

Facilities with high-quality
equipment, trained professionals,
and locally sourced supplies

HUB AND SPOKE MODEL

2. OUTPATIENT CLINIC
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Our outpatient clinic model offers locally
specialized services and is the strategy of choice
for rural areas. In East Africa, our outpatient
clinics serve as referral pathways to our hub
hospitals. In Central America, our outpatient
clinics are free-standing in rural settings.
3. MICRO CLINIC
This model includes a full-service outpatient care
clinic and robust diagnostic services for our urban
settings.
4. MOBILE CLINIC

1	SIGUATEPEQUE	

2021

TELEHEALTH

2020

PUBLIC HEALTH

2020

5. COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Our community outreach model is facilitated
both by international volunteers and local
staff to operate pop-up medical clinics in rural
communities several hours outside of our longstanding facilities.

In this model, we offer a full scope of medical
services through a centralized comprehensive
medical center. This center also receives referral
patients from satellite outpatient clinics within a
two-hour radius.

Honduras
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A healthcare system that innovates
as needed to provide new services

We realize this vision for healthcare through eight models of care, which we utilize across the globe depending on
local needs and context.

Nicaragua
2	SÉBACO

Access to high-quality, affordable
healthcare

1

A fully equipped medical unit on wheels, this
model allows us to deliver care to more rural,
hard-to-reach areas.

6. DIAGNOSTIC LAB
Our labs are located centrally to both outpatient
clinics and micro clinics to provide robust
analysis support, improving the quality of care for
our network.
7.

TELEHEALTH
Piloted during the COVID-19 pandemic, this
model allows us to utilize technology to diagnose,
follow up, and provide referrals to patients.

8. PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATION
We utilize a variety of communications channels
to build awareness of how to prevent common but
often deadly diseases. During the pandemic, this
focused on washing hands, wearing masks, and
social distancing. We also work to raise awareness
of hand hygiene, dental hygiene, and more.
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Our Impact

Moreover, preventable disasters and diseases continue to plague too many of our brothers and sisters in need.

Since our founding, we’ve treated more than 600,000 patients in three countries with clinical services ranging from
primary care to emergency surgery. We’ve maintained 96 percent sustainability across our portfolio for all projects 24
months and older. We’ve helped more than two million people better understand public health information such as
washing hands, wearing masks, and social distancing. We’ve treated nearly 75,000 patients through local community
outreach—expanding our reach far beyond the limits of our physical medical facilities. We’ve grown our annual
revenue from $225,000 to nearly $6 million. And, we’ve raised more than $37 million since 2010 to support our goals.

NUMBERS OF DEATHS FROM M A JOR GLOBAL CHALLENGES IN 2019
PNEUMONIA/LOWER RSP. INF.
NEONATAL CONDITIONS
DIARRHOEAL DISEASES
ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
TUBERCULOSIS

HISTORICAL CUMUL ATIVE REVENUE - F YE 2010–21
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The Urgent Needs
We’ve achieved all this despite the challenging barriers that still stand in the way of the transformational change
we seek. Local, private healthcare systems are still too expensive for the majority of the population. Public systems
are still overcrowded, underfunded, and lack the basic supplies for consistent care. By and large, local governments
continue to make choices about who deserves access to high-quality, affordable, and consistent healthcare—
perpetuating the very inequities we exist to address. And, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, global poverty levels
are increasing for the first time in 30 years. Recent estimates conclude that poverty could rise to over one billion
people globally as a result of the COVID-19 crisis.

500,000

1,000,000

1,500,000

2,000,000

2,500,000

In the midst of political and economic instability, an unwavering global pandemic, and increased global poverty,
we find ourselves called to dream again. How can we make life-saving care a reality for more of our brothers and
sisters in need?
It’s in that spirit that we’ve established our vision for 2030—an inspiring plan that accelerates our impact and
reach, enabling us to serve half a million patients per year by the end. We’re humbled and inspired that our
approach to building healthcare infrastructure continues to stand the test of time, weather storms and challenges,
and provide consistent, affordable, and high-quality care to those in need.
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Source: Lakner et al, (2020) (updated), PovcalNet, Global Economic Prospects.
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Vision for 2030
As an organization, we started from a bold idea and progressed through thoughtful, methodical, modest growth.
We expect to maintain this spirit as we work toward our new vision—while pushing ourselves to be bold once
again as we realize the urgency and potential of the impact of our model.

By 2030, the communities we work alongside will be equipped with infrastructure needs and empowered to
lead and provide quality, affordable healthcare for all members of their communities, addressing the most
pressing, solvable needs that are hindering developing countries from escaping long-term poverty, resulting
in improved health and socioeconomic outcomes, and an increase in overall local community health.

PARTNERSHIP WORK
we will

GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
we’ll provide care for more than

3.6 MILLION
PATIENTS
Through our

50
4 COUNTRIES
FACILITIES
4

increase our annual
patient volume

L A U N C H I N G R O U G H LY

E ACH Y E A R
2 0 3 0

520,000

380%

600K

2022

2030

PATIENTS
while

DOUBLING OUR IMPACT

minimizing
our costs

Through our

Through our

90%

SUSTAINABLE MODEL
we’ll ensure that

100%

OF OUR
CLINICS

O F S TA FF

CO N T I N U E T O B E

LOCAL

125K

for

PAT I E N T S

Through our

HEALTHCARE MODEL
we will

L O C AT E D AC R O S S

TO TREAT

VOLUNTEERS

LO C AL S TAFFING MODEL
we’ll ensure that

INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT
we’ll oversee more than

FACILITIES

6 000

increase access
to healthcare

,

200,000

Through our
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VOLUNTEER PROG R A M
we will

Through our

D E P LOY M O R E T H A N

Our Vision for Impact

T H R O U G H

Through our

TRAINED
NATIONALS

continue to be

OPERATIONALLY

SUSTAINABLE
WITHIN 24 MONTHS OF OPENING
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Strategic Objectives

►

We’ll pair our vision with a clear strategy to address global access to quality healthcare at scale. We will continue
our development of healthcare infrastructure by establishing networked healthcare facilities—work that has given
us the clearest understanding of what’s needed in communities to provide equitable access to healthcare for all of
our brothers and sisters. We’ll deploy new models of care such as community outreach, telehealth, public health
education, and work alongside partners. We will continue to make data-backed decisions to grow in areas where we
can have the greatest impact and deprioritize work that’s less critical to our mission.
Our strategic objectives outline how we’ll achieve our ambitious goals. They provide a framework for our teams
to set their own annual strategies and measures. This dynamic, flexible approach will build capacity for selforganization, improve ownership, enable effective and timely adaptation of plans, and empower teams to respond
quickly to challenges and opportunities.

We’ve served nearly 30,000 patients through this service. Looking ahead, we will reach even more patients
through telehealth services including screening tools, diagnostics, consultations, follow-ups, and referrals.
►

Establish innovative collaboratives with local organizations. We will serve our partners with our

greatest asset—the technical capability of providing quality healthcare. We will adapt our role in these
partnerships to address the greatest needs over time—at times a convener, a technical assistance provider,
an advocate, or a fundraiser—but our goal will always be to help create access to quality, affordable
healthcare. Specifically, we’ll look to increase collaborative opportunities with partners in the education,
agricultural, micro-finance, and faith-driven sectors.

PRIORIT Y 2

We will mobilize our networks to support growth and shift
behaviors globally.

To that end, we will organize our work around three priorities.

PRIORIT Y 1

To spark lasting change in the communities we serve, we need to ignite our community around the shared goal of
equitable access to healthcare for all of our brothers and sisters. By 2030, we will:

We will expand access to quality healthcare opportunities.

►

The heart of our work has always been providing healthcare to those in need, and that won’t change. But we’ll
focus on balancing our capital-intensive infrastructure model with new, innovative, and scalable ways to provide
our less advantaged brothers and sisters in need access to high-quality healthcare. By 2030, we will:
►

Grow our telehealth services to expand our reach and provide care to more remote, harder-to-reach
communities. In 2020, we piloted a new telehealth service to respond to the global COVID-19 pandemic.

Expand our global footprint, establishing ourselves as the exemplar model for sustainable
healthcare in East Africa and Central America. By 2030, we’ll have established 50 facilities in four
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$ 7,632,734
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2024

$ 8,938,882

$8,000,000

FYE

2025
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2026

$ 11,383,251

2023

$ 10,054,754

2022

FYE

2027
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2028

FYE

2029

$ 16,360,441

FYE

$20,000,000
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FUTURE ANNUAL REVENUE - F YE 2022-31

$ 14,574,497

CUMUL ATIVE FACILITIES - F YE 2010–31

we’ve modestly grown our donor base through events, relationships, and volunteer opportunities. We
know our growth plans require an equally aggressive fundraising strategy. We’ll continue building a
data-driven fundraising team to inspire people across the globe to invest in our vision. This will include
increasing monthly donors, continuing event giving, launching a planned giving strategy, identifying
grant opportunities, mobilizing both capital and comprehensive campaigns, and expanding our corporate
partnerships to support roughly a 15 percent budget increase year-over-year through 2030.

FYE

2030

$ 18,125,192

countries. This will include regional hubs, rural and urban clinics, rapid clinics, diagnostic labs, and
more. We’ll also explore opportunities to acquire existing healthcare infrastructure as a partner. Our
goal, as we expand our footprint, is to balance our priorities with capital costs and community needs in
order to maximize impact.

Diversify our funding sources to ensure prolonged financial sustainability. For the past 12 years,

FYE

2031

We’ll achieve 15% annual growth through 2030.
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►

►

Grow and diversify our volunteer base. We’re blessed to have nearly 3,000 volunteers who have
dedicated their time, money, and expertise to provide responsible healthcare to communities in need. As we
look to expand access to healthcare in the years ahead, our volunteers will continue to be an integral part
of our service delivery model. We’ll double our volunteer base and collectively serve over 100,000 patients
and pilot new models of virtual volunteering and engagement. We’ll also explore opportunities to formally
arrange our volunteer program as a sub-brand of the organization.
Raise awareness and shift behaviors to prevent some of the most treatable diseases across the globe.

Globally, there has been modest progress toward reducing deaths from infectious diseases, such as
malaria, tuberculosis, and vaccine-preventable diseases. Yet, there has also been an increase in deaths
from noncommunicable causes, such as heart disease, stroke, and injuries. We believe a robust public
health initiative covering both infectious disease and noncommunicable disease prevention would reduce
the burden on healthcare systems, empower local communities to know and understand more about the
path to a healthy, fulfilling life, and improve community outcomes. We piloted this effort during the
COVID-19 pandemic and reached nearly two million patients with public health education services.
We’ll launch a new sub-brand to lead this important global advocacy work aiming to reach at least 1
million people per year.
►

Show what’s possible when impoverished communities have access to the healthcare they deserve.

We’ll be investing in building a robust marketing and storytelling team to share our story across
traditional media, digital media, and conference appearances. More than just telling stories, we’ll anchor
this strategy in actions by converting fans and followers to donors and volunteers.

PRIORIT Y 3

We will pursue operational excellence in all that we do.
We know that our ability to work hard is one of our defining strengths. It’s what’s allowed us to grow so quickly in
the last 12 years, from one clinic to 14. As we look ahead, we’ll recommit to this strength by looking at our internal
operations as a path to impact through efficiency, structures, data, and supporting our staff. And, we’ll continue to
invest in and empower our local staff and leadership teams. By 2030, we will:
►

Make our core services more cost-efficient and sustainable to support the growth and sustainability
of the organization and the replication of our model. We’ll invest in continuous improvement by
establishing advanced impact measurement systems to identify opportunities to streamline operations
and reproduce what’s working.

►

Continue our journey to becoming a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive organization. Currently,

93 percent of our staff are nationals, reflecting the very communities they serve. We’ll work to maintain
this percentage even as we grow our teams and we’ll continue to invest in local staff and leadership as a
core tenant of our model by providing continuing education and professional development. And, we’ll
lean into ensuring equity in our processes across the globe and continue to model and create an inclusive
environment where all ideas and perspectives are welcome.
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More than just better health outcomes, we seek a world where the

place you’re born does not determine your access to healthcare.
We bear an incredible responsibility to alleviate the inequities our
brothers and sisters are facing—and
dream to build a better system
that gives everyone an
opportunity to have a
healthy, fulfilling life.

Summary of Measures

Strategic Initiatives

As part of our commitment to continuous improvement, we’ll conduct a quarterly impact review internally and
share our findings externally. The goal of these reviews will be to understand where we’re making progress, what
we’re learning in our work, and where we need to make changes to realize our vision.

Strategic Initiatives are one-time projects, studies, analyses, process improvement activities, or other initiatives
that are important to the execution of this plan. Our team has identified the following projects that undergird our
strategic priorities. They will require significant cross-team effort and funding to accomplish effectively. This list
will be reviewed and updated throughout the implementation of the plan.

S TR ATEG I C O B J EC TI V E

ME A SU R E

IMPAC T

Expand our global footprint, establishing
ourselves as the exemplar model for
sustainable healthcare in East Africa and
Central America.

• Patient volume
• Number of clinics
• Sustainability %

• 3,600,000 patients served
• 50 clinics
• 100% sustainability

DEPLOY ELECTRONIC MEDICAL
RECORDS

Grow our telehealth services to expand our
reach and provide care to more remote,
harder-to-reach communities.

• Patient volume

• 300,000 patients served

LAUNCH NEW WEBSITE

Scale public health education.

• Patient volume

• 13,000,000 patients served

Establish innovative partnerships with local
organizations.

• Number of partnerships
• Patient volume

• 520,000 patients served

Diversify our funding sources to ensure
prolonged financial sustainability.

• Number of donors
• Revenue
• Donor satisfaction
• Donor retention

• Establish annual targets

Grow and diversify our volunteer base.

• Number of volunteers
• Hours served
• Patients served
• Volunteer retention
• Volunteer diversity

• 3,000 volunteers
• 200,000 patients served

Show what’s possible when impoverished
communities have access to the healthcare
they deserve.

• Number of subscribers
• Number of conversions
• Revenue growth

• Establish annual targets

Make our core services more cost-efficient
and sustainable, to support the growth and
sustainability of the organization and the
replication of our model.

• Percent of patients who
can afford services
• Patient retention
• Percent of overhead cost
• Program allocation

• Establish annual targets

Continue our journey to becoming a
more diverse, equitable, and inclusive
organization.

• Staff satisfaction %
• Diversity of staff
• Hours of professional
development
• Record of third-party
audit

• 75% of staff highly engaged
• 90% of staff are local, trained
nationals
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2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

HIRE CMO AT U.S. HEADQUARTERS
IMPLEMENT SAFE CARE
STANDARDS
UPDATE FINANCIAL SYSTEMS

UPDATE CRM TOOLS AND SYSTEMS
CONDUCT LONGITUDINAL STUDY
OF IMPACT
HIRE HR STAFF
UPGRADE DATABASE
INFRASTRUCTURE
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Organizational Structure

Budget Model

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

FINANCE
- Finance
- Development
- Accounting
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OPERATIONS
- Marketing and
Communications
- Volunteer Program
- Human Resources
- Information Systems

SERVICE DELIVERY
-

Medical Expertise
Clinical Quality
Field Operations
East Africa Regional
Office
- Central America
Regional Office

FYE

REVENUE

CH A N G E

E XPE N S E

CH A N G E

2022

$5,338,184

20%

$5,853,929

33%

2023

$6,018,649

13%

$5,376,739

-8%

2024

$7,632,734

27%

$7,093,352

32%

2025

$8,938,882

17%

$8,050,217

13%

2026

$10,054,754

12%

$9,326,897

16%

2027

$11,383,251

13%

$10,770,140

15%

2028

$12,824,503

13%

$12,910,864

20%

2029

$14,574,497

14%

$13,411,816

4%

2030

$16,360,441

12%

$15,181,009

13%

2031

$18,125,192

11%

$17,484,408

15%
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Together we’re making the
world a healthier place.

oneworldhealth.com

